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“I’m friend to the infinite,” Amanda Berenguer (1921-2010) writes in her poem “Practically 

Supernatural.”  This statement touches on a tendency of this Uraguyan poet of prodigious talent to gaze 

at the infinite and inexplicabele—constellations and Magellanic clouds, the Mobius strip, and Klein’s 

bottle.  “The unknown / drips down our fingers,” she writes in “Unidentified Flying Object.”  But even 

when star-gazing, this Uruguayan poet remembers “the old man deformed / his weak bones misshapen.”  

She also writes wittily about wrinkles and composes poems praising the table, the glove, the porcupine.   

As you can see, it’s difficult to characterize the work of Berenguer, who was part of the 

“Generation of 1945,” known for their poetic experimentation.  Still, her transformations will startle 

the reader.  This bilingual selection of Berenguer’s poetry draws from seven of her books, and each book 

feels as if it could have been composed by a different poet, given the drastic stylistic shifts.  Yes, there are 

those tendencies to contemplate the infinite, but this in no way adequately describes her work. 

First recognized for her poem “The Magellanic Clouds,” published in 1966, Berenguer 

demonstrates her fascination with the cosmos, yet her gaze includes not only the sky: 

when we travel at everyday speed 

across the great avenue Milky Way a promenade 

sky park known since childhood and 

even before mother and father very similar 

to Avenue 18 de julio when we would see go by 

from a ’36 chevy stopped by the side of the road 

people prepared for a  traveling exhibition . . . . 

So opens “The Magellanic Clouds,” which flows without punctuation (except for a couple of question 

marks) for over seven pages, it’s relentless liquid movement reminding us of how the Magellanic clouds 

move.      



 Yet Berenguer could also write short, punchy lines, as seen in “A Study of Wrinkles: 

Contributions to the Field of Cosmetology,” from With the Tiger Among My Things (1986-1994).  

Here are some of those aphoristic-like statements to give you a sense of her humor and sly wisdom: 

8) Wrinkles are the straw from which old age builds its nest. 

 

28) The good thing about nexk wrinkles is that by the time they decapitate us we can’t lose our 

heads. 

 

35) They say that thinking wrinkles the forehead, and lust wrinkles more than just the lips. 

 

59) A grape-like eye and the corresponding crow’s foot standing beside it frighten me: I think 

the crow is about to peck at the grape. 

Coming after her book Composition of Place (1976), with its concrete poems and dazzling Dada-like 

visual poems, these aphorisms feel as if they were written by another poet.  Her ability to explore and to 

totally surrender to whatever form she delved into is almost frightening. 

 Further evidence of this can be found in her poems for various objects, in The Green Bottle 

(1995).  Perhaps influenced or inspired by Pabl Neruda’s odes, Bereguer puts her own spin on her 

object poems, employing the forward slash for caesura.  Here’s an excerpt from “(the ants)”: 

 I feel them / each ant drags a hatching egg / 

 each word a juicy larva / 

 they slide down my mane / down the spotless 

 walls / their tegument vivid 

 against the arbitrariness / 

Note how the word itself is larval, “juicy” with possibility and mystery. 

 The book closes with a poem entitled “After Emily Dickinson,” a poet Berenguer greatly 

admired, we learn in an expansive interview with her that closes the book.  Those enigmatic dashes of 

Dickinson’s entranced Berenguer.  In fact, she translated fifty poems by Dickinson.  These translations 



were lost, unfortunately.  That sense of kinship Berenguer felt, however, can be found in this poem.  

Here’s the closing stanza of “After Emily Dickinson”: 

 To return—impossible— 

Behind—a Sealed Path— 

The White Flag of Always—in front— 

And God—in every Door. 

Berenguer notes of Dickinson’s dashes, they “signified the places where mystery is made.”  No wonder 

she loved Dickinson’s work, as Berenguer’s poetry, no matter the form or style, leaves ample space for 

mystery. 

 This book was obviously a labor of love for the editors, translators, and publisher.  Not only 

does the reader have the pleasure of a bilingual text, we also see some of the author’s handwritten texts, 

with the red and black ink used exactly as Berenguer employs them.  There’s also the insightful 

interview with the author that closes the book.  Along with Pablo de Rokha’s Architecture of Dispersed 

Life, Materia Prima shows what translation at its best can do—lovingly restore lost or forgotten texts, 

reminding us of the brilliance of poets who have been all too easily forgotten. 

 

 

--John Bradley 


